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Linear and non-linear random operators on graphs

The main goal of the project is to enhance the current understanding of spectral theory for operators on graphs, to possibly
construct more examples of Anderson models for which existence of absolutely continuous spectrum can be shown and finally
to possibly construct certain graphs for which one can show GOE statistics of the eigenvalues of the Anderson model in a
specific energy region. The projects of this research proposal are mostly based on my recent preprints [Sa4] and [SV].
In [Sa4] the Anderson model on antitrees of d-dimensional growth-rates for any d > 1 were considered. Special cases for
integer d correspond to random operators of the form P ∆P + V on Zd where V is the random potential, ∆ the usual Laplacian
and P the radial orthogonal projection. These operators have a special form and are an example of what we called operators
with one propagating channel. The astonishing finding was, that in a certain energy region, this model has a transition in
the spectral type from pure point to absolutely continuous spectrum at the correct critical 2-dimensional growth rate. It has
always been suspected that for graphs of more than the 2 dimensional growth with enough connections (edges) there should
be absolutely continuous spectrum for the Anderson model, but the most interesting Zd case seems to be far out of reach
for current methods. This is the first example of some family of background graph operators with a finite dimensional (i.e.
polynomial) growth rate where one can show existence of a.c. spectrum after adding an independent identically distributed
potential. Previously this was only shown on infinite dimension trees and tree-like structures. This makes these models
interesting and relevant.
In the proposed project we want to investigate the spectrum for these models in the energy regions that were not considered
in [Sa4], moreover we intend to study non linear Schrödinger operators modeling effectively many particle systems. We also
intend to generalize theorems from [Sa4] about operators with one propagating to some slightly more general framework and
possibly apply it to certain random operators on constructed graphs within this framework. We also intend to study density
of states and eigenvalue statistics for these models.
In [SV] we extended some results of [VV] showing existence of SDE limits for transfer matrix processes and GOE limiting
statistics along special sequences of Anderson models along long boxes with rescaled random potential. The rescaling and
thus decrease in variance of the random potential is imposed. One point of the work [Sa4] was that this rescaling happens
somewhat through the graph structure, locally averaging an increasing number of random potentials along the shells and
therefore effectively giving a decay in variance. Through this construction and combined with [VV] or [SV] one may be able
to construct a graph for which the Anderson model truncated to growing finite pieces shows GOE statistics (convergence to
sine1 kernel). In terms of the so called ’universality conjectures’ this would be an extremely interesting result.
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